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important new directions; it re-examines basic assumptions, suggests new paradigms for how we can live
and function ecologically, in a world that is not simply "ours." It argues that it is not enough to recognise
the ethical demands placed upon us by our encounters with animals, or to critique our often murderous
treatment of them: this simply reinforces human exceptionalism. Featuring contributions from leading
academics, lawyers, artists and activists, the book examines key issues such as: - How "compassion" for
animals reinforces ideas of what distinguishes human beings from other animals. - How speciesism and
human centricity are built into the legal system. - How individualist subjectivity works in relation to animals
who may not think of themselves in the same way. - How any consideration of animal others must involve a
radical deconstruction of our very notion of the "human." - How art, philosophy and literature can both
avoid speciesism and deliver the human from subjectivity. This volume is a unique project which stands at
the cutting edge of both animal rights philosophies and posthuman/artistic/abstract philosophies of identity.
It will be of great interest to undergraduates and researchers in philosophy, ethics, particularly continental
philosophy, critical theory and cultural studies.
Life Streams Lynette M. F. Bosch 2014-03-14 Incisive exploration of the work of Cuban-American artist
Alberto Rey. Life Streams explores the paintings, videos, sculptures, and installations of Alberto Rey, an
artist whose work addresses issues of identity, cultural diversity, environmental studies, and global
sustainability. As a Cuban-born artist living in western New York State, Reys current work emphasizes his
involvement with his community and its local landscape, especially its trout streams and their surrounding
environment. Through Reys travels from his home in the upstate New York village of Fredonia to the
Caribbean, Latin America, Europe, and to almost every state in the United States, he has gained an
understanding of people, places, flora, and fauna. This book provides biographical information about Rey
and a contextual study of his work. The contributors have written about Reys work from perspectives
based on cultural studies, identity studies, literary studies, and philosophical studies. Interest in his Cuban
and American identities are linked to his interest in global culture and his recent study of fish species and
environmental issues. As such, this book reflects current approaches that focus attention on connected
cultural issues and contemporary concerns about the environment, conservation, restoration, and
preservation. Reys work provides a new perspective on these topics as he combines art with activism on a
local, regional, national, and international level. This beautiful book, with its meticulously researched
essays, firmly places Alberto Rey in the context of American contemporary art as someone addressing
issues of identity, hybridity, environmental ethics, biological decay, and resurrection. Like his trout subjects
(Pacific coastal migratory fish introduced to the Great Lakes), he is a transplant, a hybrid. He is influenced
by his many global travels, which, injected into his work, further supply the richness and texture that make
him such an original artist.  James Prosek
Creature Discomfort Scott M. DeVries 2016-05-09 Creature Discomfort innovates the notion of “faunacriticism” to reframe the literary history of and expound animal ethical positions from Spanish American
nineteenth century, modernista, Regional, indigenista, and contemporary fiction and poetry.
Asian Perspectives on Animal Ethics Neil Dalal 2014-04-16 To date, philosophical discussions of animal
ethics and Critical Animal Studies have been dominated by Western perspectives and Western thinkers.
This book makes a novel contribution to animal ethics in showing the range and richness of ideas offered to
these fields by diverse Asian traditions. Asian Perspectives on Animal Ethics is the first of its kind to include

Derrida and Other Animals Judith Still 2015-07-13 Judith Still analyses Derrida's late writings on
animals, especially his seminars The Beast and the Sovereign, to explore ethical questions of how humans
treat animals and how we treat outsiders, from slaves to terrorists.
Animals As Biotechnology Richard Twine 2010 In Animals as Biotechnology sociologist Richard Twine
places the question of human/animal relations at the heart of sustainability and climate change debates.
The book is shaped by the emergence of two contradictory trends within our approach to nonhuman
animals: the biotechnological turn in animal sciences, which aims to increase the efficiency and profitability
of meat and dairy production; and the emerging field of critical animal studies - mostly in the humanities
and social sciences - which works to question the nature of our relations with other animals. The first part
of the book focuses on ethics, examining critically the dominant paradigms of bioethics and power relations
between human and non-human. The second part considers animal biotechnology and political economy,
examining commercialisation and regulation. The final part of the book centres on discussions of
sustainability, limits and an examination of the prospects for animal ethics if biotechnology becomes part of
the dominant agricultural paradigm. Twine concludes by considering whether growing calls to reduce our
consumption of meat/dairy products in the face of climate change threats are in fact complicit with an
anthropocentric understanding of sustainability and that what is needed is a more fundamental ethical and
political questioning of relations and distinctions between humans, animals and nature.
D. H. Lawrence Simonetta de Filippis 2016-08-17 In recent decades, critical and theoretical debate in the
field of culture and literature has called into question many literary categories, has re-discussed the literary
canon, and has totally renovated critical approaches in the wake of major changes in western society such
as the irruption of new cultural identities, the disruption of the well-established Euro-centric conception,
and the need to establish new world visions. D. H. Lawrence has been a focus for critical debate since his
early publications in the first decades of the 20th century. The force of his thought, his courageous
challenge against the most important values of western industrial society, his rejection of England and its
bourgeois values, his choice to live in exile, his never-ending quest for lost vital meanings, his openmindedness in coming into contact with different worlds and cultures, and the revolutionary impact of his
writing have all provided critics with important issues for discussion. Most of Lawrence’s works are still
being read and analysed through ever-new critical lenses and approaches. This volume brings together a
selection of papers delivered at the 13th International D. H. Lawrence Conference, D. H. Lawrence: New
Life, New Utterance, New Perspectives held in Gargnano in 2014, on Lake Garda: the place of Lawrence’s
first Italian sojourn, where he started a “new life” with Frieda and a new phase as a writer. The essays
selected for Part I of this volume offer new readings of Lawrence’s work and ideology through various
theoretical and philosophical approaches, drawing comparisons with philosophers and thinkers such as
Bataille, Darwin, Derrida, Heidegger, and Benjamin, among others. Part II focuses on translation, a concept
which can be extended to cultural mediation, as it can be applied not only to the proper translation of texts
from one language into another, but also to travel writing and to transcodification, as is the case of film
versions of Lawrence’s novels.
The Animal Catalyst Patricia MacCormack 2014-06-19 The Animal Catalyst deals with the 'question' of
'what is an animal' and also in some instances, 'what is a human'? It pushes critical animal studies in
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the intersection of Asian and European traditions with respect to human and nonhuman relations.
Presenting a series of studies focusing on specific Asian traditions, as well as studies that put those
traditions in dialogue with Western thinkers, this book looks at Asian philosophical doctrines concerning
compassion and nonviolence as these apply to nonhuman animals, as well as the moral rights and status of
nonhuman animals in Asian traditions. Using Asian perspectives to explore ontological, ethical and political
questions, contributors analyze humanism and post-humanism in Asian and comparative traditions and
offer insight into the special ethical relations between humans and other particular species of animals. This
book will be of interest to students and scholars of Asian religion and philosophy, as well as to those
interested in animal ethics and Critical Animal Studies.
Exploring Animal Encounters Dominik Ohrem 2018-07-28 This collection of essays offers multifaceted
explorations of animal encounters in a range of philosophical, cultural, literary, and historical contexts.
Exploring Animal Encounters encourages us to think about the richness and complexity of animal lives and
human-animal relations, foregrounding the intricate roles nonhuman creatures play in the always already
more-than-human sphere of ethics and politics. In this way, the essays in this volume can be understood as
a contribution to alternative imaginings of interspecies coexistence in a time in which the issue of human
relations with earth and earth others has come to the fore with unprecedented force and severity.
The Accommodated Animal Laurie Shannon 2013-01-02 Shakespeare wrote of lions, shrews, horned
toads, curs, mastiffs, and hellhounds. But the word “animal” itself only appears very rarely in his work,
which was in keeping with sixteenth-century usage. As Laurie Shannon reveals in The Accommodated
Animal, the modern human / animal divide first came strongly into play in the seventeenth century, with
Descartes’s famous formulation that reason sets humans above other species: “I think, therefore I am.”
Before that moment, animals could claim a firmer place alongside humans in a larger vision of belonging, or
what she terms cosmopolity. With Shakespeare as her touchstone, Shannon explores the creaturely
dispensation that existed until Descartes. She finds that early modern writers used classical natural history
and readings of Genesis to credit animals with various kinds of stakeholdership, prerogative, and
entitlement, employing the language of politics in a constitutional vision of cosmic membership. Using this
political idiom to frame cross-species relations, Shannon argues, carried with it the notion that animals
possess their own investments in the world, a point distinct from the question of whether animals have
reason. It also enabled a sharp critique of the tyranny of humankind. By answering “the question of the
animal” historically, The Accommodated Animal makes a brilliant contribution to cross-disciplinary debates
engaging animal studies, political theory, intellectual history, and literary studies.
Thinking Through Animals Matthew Calarco 2015-06-24 The rapidly expanding field of critical animal
studies now offers a myriad of theoretical and philosophical positions from which to choose. This timely
book provides an overview and analysis of the most influential of these trends. Approachable and concise, it
is intended for readers sympathetic to the project of changing our ways of thinking about and interacting
with animals yet relatively new to the variety of philosophical ideas and figures in the discipline. It uses
three rubrics—identity, difference, and indistinction—to differentiate three major paths of thought about
animals. The identity approach aims to establish continuity among human beings and animals so as to grant
animals equal access to the ethical and political community. The difference framework views the animal
world as containing its own richly complex and differentiated modes of existence in order to allow for a
more expansive ethical and political worldview. The indistinction approach argues that we should abandon
the notion that humans are unique in order to explore new ways of conceiving human-animal relations.
Each approach is interrogated for its relative strengths and weaknesses, with specific emphasis placed on
the kinds of transformational potential it contains.
The Clave Matrix David Peñalosa 2009 A Spanish word meaning `code,' or `key,' as in the key to a mystery
or puzzle. Also `keystone,' the wedge-shaped stone in the center of an arch that ties all the stones together.
Clave is the key pattern that both binds and decodes the rhythmic structure of Afro-Cuban music.Matrix
The point of origin from which something takes form and develops; a grid-like array of elements, an
interwoven pattern.Clave Matrix The entire interwoven structure of clave-based music as it relates to its
generative source.
Beyond the Anthropological Difference Matthew Calarco 2020-06-30 The aim of this Element is to provide a
zoographies-the-question-of-the-animal-from-heidegger-to-derrida

novel framework for gaining a critical grasp on the present situation concerning animals. It offers
reflections on resisting the established order as well as suggestions on what forms alternative, pro-animal
ways of life might take. The central argument of the book is that the search for an anthropological
difference - that is, for a marker of human uniqueness determined by way of a sharp human/animal
distinction - should be set aside. In place of this traditional way of differentiating human beings from
animals, the author sketches an alternative way of thinking and living in relation to animals based on
indistinction, a concept that points toward the unexpected and profound ways in which human beings share
in animal life, death, and potentiality. The implications of this approach are then examined in view of
practical and theoretical discussions in the environmental humanities and related fields.
The Boundaries of Human Nature Matthew Calarco 2021-12-28 Are animals capable of wonder? Can
they be said to possess language and reason? What can animals teach us about how to live well? How can
they help us to see the limitations of human civilization? Is it possible to draw firm distinctions between
humans and animals? And how might asking and answering questions like these lead us to rethink humananimal relations in an age of catastrophic ecological destruction? In this accessible and engaging book,
Matthew Calarco explores key issues in the philosophy of animals and their significance for our
contemporary world. He leads readers on a spirited tour of historical and contemporary philosophy,
ranging from Plato to Donna Haraway and from the Cynics to the Jains. Calarco unearths surprising
insights about animals from a number of philosophers while also underscoring ways in which the
philosophical tradition has failed to challenge the dogma of human-centeredness. Along the way, he
indicates how mainstream Western philosophy is both complemented and challenged by non-Western
traditions and noncanonical theories about animals. Throughout, Calarco uses examples from contemporary
culture to illustrate how philosophical theories about animals are deeply relevant to our lives today. The
Boundaries of Human Nature shows readers why philosophy can help transform not just the way we think
about animals but also how we interact with them.
The Palgrave Handbook of Animals and Literature Susan McHugh 2020-11-25 This volume is the first
comprehensive guide to current research on animals, animality, and human-animal relations in literature.
To reflect the history of literary animal studies to date, its primary focus is literary prose and poetry in
English, while also accommodating emergent discussions of the full range of media and contexts with which
literary studies engages, especially film and critical theory. User-friendly language, references, even
suggestions for further readings are included to help newcomers to the field understand how it has taken
shape primarily through recent decades. To further aid teachers, sections are organized by conventions of
periodization, and chapters address a range of canonical and popular texts. Bookended by sections devoted
to the field’s conceptual foundations and new directions, the volume is designed to set an agenda for
literary animal studies for decades to come.
Animals and Their People Anna Barcz 2018-10-25 In Animals and Their People, editors Anna Barcz and
Dorota Łagodzka present a collection of texts providing a zoocentric insight into philosophical, artistic, and
literary issues in Anglo-American and Central-Eastern European thought.
The Birth of a Jungle Michael Lundblad 2013-03-07 The Birth of a Jungle probes the historical emergence
of the jungle as a discourse in the U.S during the Progressive Era.
Plato's Animals Jeremy Bell 2015-05-01 “A unique and intriguing point of entry into the dialogues and a
variety of concerns from metaphysics and epistemology to ethics, politics, and aesthetics.” —Eric Sanday,
University of Kentucky Plato’s Animals examines the crucial role played by animal images, metaphors,
allusions, and analogies in Plato’s dialogues. These fourteen lively essays demonstrate that the gadflies,
snakes, stingrays, swans, dogs, horses, and other animals that populate Plato’s work are not just rhetorical
embellishments. Animals are central to Plato’s understanding of the hierarchy between animals, humans,
and gods and are crucial to his ideas about education, sexuality, politics, aesthetics, the afterlife, the nature
of the soul, and philosophy itself. The volume includes a comprehensive annotated index to Plato’s bestiary
in both Greek and English. “Plato’s Animals is a strong volume of beautifully written paeans to postmodern
themes found in premodern thought.” —Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews “Shows readers of Plato that he
remains significant to issues currently pursued in Continental thought and especially in relation to Derrida
and Heidegger.” —Robert Metcalf, University of Colorado, Denver “Will provide fertile ground for future
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work in this area.” —Jill Gordon, author of Plato’s Erotic World
Animals, Machines, and AI Erika Quinn 2021-11-08 Sentient animals, machines, and robots abound in
German literature and culture, but there has been surprisingly limited scholarship on non-human life forms
in German studies. This volume extends interdisciplinary research in emotion studies to examine nonhumans and the affective relationships between humans and non-humans in modern German cultural
history. In recent years, fascination with emotions, developments in robotics, and the burgeoning of animal
studies in and beyond the academy have given rise to questions about the nature of humanity. Using
sources from the life sciences, literature, visual art, poetry, philosophy, and photography, this collection
interrogates not animal or machine emotions per se, but rather uses animals and machines as lenses
through which to investigate human emotions and the affective entanglements between humans and nonhumans. The COVID-19 pandemic made us more keenly aware of the importance of both animals and new
technologies in our daily lives, and this volume ultimately sheds light on the centrality of non-humans in the
human emotional world and the possibilities that relationships with non-humans offer for enriching that
world.
The Death of the Animal Paola Cavalieri 2009 While moral perfectionists rank conscious beings according
to their cognitive abilities, Paola Cavalieri launches a more inclusive defense of all forms of subjectivity. In
concert with Peter Singer, J. M. Coetzee, Harlan B. Miller, and other leading animal studies scholars, she
expands our understanding of the nonhuman in such a way that the derogatory category of "the animal"
becomes meaningless. In so doing, she presents a nonhierachical approach to ethics that better respects
the value of the conscious self. Cavalieri opens with a dialogue between two imagined philosophers, laying
out her challenge to moral perfectionism and tracing its influence on our attitudes toward the "unworthy."
She then follows with a roundtable "multilogue" which takes on the role of reason in ethics and the
boundaries of moral status. Coetzee, Nobel Prize winner for Literature and author of The Lives of Animals,
emphasizes the animality of human beings; Miller, a prominent analytic philosopher at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, dismantles the rationalizations of human bias; Cary Wolfe, professor of English at Rice University,
advocates an active exposure to other worlds and beings; and Matthew Calarco, author of Zoographies: The
Question of the Animal from Heidegger to Derrida, extends ethical consideration to entities that
traditionally have little or no moral status, such as plants and ecosystems. As Peter Singer writes in his
foreword, the implications of this conversation extend far beyond the issue of the moral status of animals.
They "get to the heart of some important differences about how we should do philosophy, and how
philosophy can relate to our everyday life." From the divergences between analytical and continental
approaches to the relevance of posthumanist thinking in contemporary ethics, the psychology of
speciesism, and the practical consequences of an antiperfectionist stance, The Death of the Animal
confronts issues that will concern anyone interested in a serious study of morality.
Feeling Animal Death 2019-06-20 This text offers examples of people across diverse disciplines and
perspectives—from biomedical research to black theology to art—learning and performing emotions,
expanding their desires, discovering new ways to behave, and altering their sense of self, purpose, and
community because of passionate, but not romanticized, attachments to animals.
Biblical Animality after Jacques Derrida Hannah M. Strømmen 2018-08-10 A new theoretical and exegetical
angle on the Bible and animal studies According to Genesis, humans are made in God’s image but animals
are not. Hannah M. Strømmen challenges this view by critiquing the boundary between humans and
animals in the Bible through the work of philosopher Jacques Derrida. Building on Derrida’s The Animal
That Therefore I Am, Strømmen brings to light significant moments where the lines between the divine,
human, and animal are ambiguous. A rich range of biblical texts is covered, from Noah as the first
carnivorous man in Genesis 9 to Revelation’s beasts. Features A contribution to research on Jacques
Derrida and deconstruction An examination of Derrida’s work on the human/animal boundary Critical
engagement with the way the Bible is frequently held up as a point of blame for anthropocentrism
Animal Philosophy Matthew Calarco 2004-07-30 Animal Philosophy is the first text to look at the place
and treatment of animals in Continental thought. A collection of essential primary and secondary readings
on the animal question, it brings together contributions from the following key Continental thinkers:
Nietzsche, Heidegger, Bataille, Levinas, Foucault, Deleuze, Guattari, Derrida, Ferry, Cixous, and Irigaray.
zoographies-the-question-of-the-animal-from-heidegger-to-derrida

Each reading is followed by commentary and analysis from a leading contemporary thinker. The coverage
of the subject is exceptionally broad, ranging across perspectives that include existentialism,
poststructuralism, postmodernism, phenomenology and feminism. This anthology is an invaluable one-stop
resource for anyone researching, teaching or studying animal ethics and animal rights in the fields of
philosophy, cultural studies, literary theory, sociology, environmental studies and gender and women's
studies.
Speaking for Animals Margo DeMello 2012-11-07 For thousands of years, in the myths and folktales of
people around the world, animals have spoken in human tongues. Western and non-Western literary and
folkloric traditions are filled with both speaking animals, some of whom even narrate or write their own
autobiographies. Animals speak, famously, in children’s stories and in cartoons and films, and today, social
networking sites and blogs are both sites in which animals—primarily pets—write about their daily lives and
interests. Speaking for Animalsis a compilation of chapters written from a variety of disciplines that
attempts to get a handle on this cross cultural and longstanding tradition of animal speaking and writing. It
looks at speaking animals in literature, religious texts, poetry, social networking sites, comic books, and in
animal welfare materials and even library catalogs, and addresses not just the "whys" of speaking animals,
but the implications, for the animals and for ourselves.
Zoographies Matthew Calarco 2008-07-06 Zoographies challenges the anthropocentrism of the
Continental philosophical tradition and advances the position that, while some distinctions are valid,
humans and animals are best viewed as part of an ontological whole. Matthew Calarco draws on ethological
and evolutionary evidence and the work of Heidegger, who called for a radicalized responsibility toward all
forms of life. He also turns to Levinas, who raised questions about the nature and scope of ethics; Agamben,
who held the "anthropological machine" responsible for the horrors of the twentieth century; and Derrida,
who initiated a nonanthropocentric ethics. Calarco concludes with a call for the abolition of classical
versions of the human-animal distinction and asks that we devise new ways of thinking about and living
with animals.
Face to Face with Animals Peter Atterton 2019-04-16 Explores Levinas’s approach to animal ethics from a
range of perspectives. This is the first volume of primary and secondary source material dedicated solely to
the animal question in Levinas. Drawing on previously unpublished material, including the recent discovery
and digitization of the original French recording of an interview with Levinas that took place in 1986, it
seeks to give fresh impetus to the debate surrounding the moral status of animals in Levinas’s work. The
book offers ten essays by leading scholars, along with a general introduction that places Levinas’s
philosophy in the context of the growing field of animal ethics. The aim of the volume is to encourage
dialogue on how we can extend Levinas’s ethics beyond its traditional human confines and to spur further
research on the opportunities and challenges it raises. Peter Atterton is Professor of Philosophy at San
Diego State University. He is the coeditor (with Matthew Calarco) of Radicalizing Levinas, also published by
SUNY Press. Tamra Wright is Director of Academic Studies at the London School of Jewish Studies and the
author of The Twilight of Jewish Philosophy: Emmanuel Levinas’ Ethical Hermeneutics.
Animal Narratives and Culture Anna Barcz 2017-03-07 The term “vulnerable realism” can imply two
different understandings: one presenting weak realism as incomplete, and mixed with other literary styles;
the other bringing realistic vulnerable experience into narration. The second is the key concern of this
work, though it does not exclude the first, as it asks questions about realism as such, entering into a
polemic with the tradition of literary realism. Realism, then, is not primarily understood as a narrative style,
but as a narration that tests the probability of nonhuman vulnerable experience and makes it real. The book
consists of three parts. The first presents examples of how realism has been redefined in trauma studies
and how it may refer to animal experience. The second explores what is added to the narrative by
literature, including the animal perspective (the zoonarrative) and how it is conducted (zoocriticism). The
third analyses cultural texts, such as painting, circuses, and memorials, which realistically generate animal
vulnerability and provide non-anthropocentric frameworks, anchoring our knowledge in the experience of
fragile historical reality.
The Animal That Therefore I Am Jacques Derrida 2009-08-25 The translated, complete text of Derrida’s
1997 ten-hour address, “The Autobiographical Animal,” focusing on the industrialized treatment of animals.
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The Animal That Therefore I Am is at once an affectionate look back over the multiple roles played by
animals in Derrida’s work and a profound philosophical investigation and critique of the relegation of
animal life that takes place as a result of the distinction?dating from Descartes?between man as thinking
animal and every other living species. That starts with the very fact of the line of separation drawn between
the human and the millions of other species that are reduced to a single “the animal.” Derrida finds that
distinction, or versions of it, surfacing in thinkers as far apart as Descartes, Kant, Heidegger, Lacan, and
Levinas, and he dedicates extended analyses to the question in the work of each of them. The book’s
autobiographical theme intersects with its philosophical analysis through the figures of looking and
nakedness, staged in terms of Derrida’s experience when his cat follows him into the bathroom in the
morning. In a classic deconstructive reversal, Derrida asks what this animal sees and thinks when it sees
this naked man. Yet the experiences of nakedness and shame also lead all the way back into the
mythologies of “man’s dominion over the beasts” and trace a history of how man has systematically
displaced onto the animal his own failings or bêtises. The Animal That Therefore I Am is at times a militant
plea and indictment regarding, especially, the modern industrialized treatment of animals. However,
Derrida cannot subscribe to a simplistic version of animal rights that fails to follow through, in all its
implications, the questions and definitions of “life” to which he returned in much of his later work.
Species Matters Marianne DeKoven 2012-01-10 The question of the animal has preoccupied an increasing
number of humanities, science, and social science scholars in recent years, and important work continues
to expand the burgeoning field of animal studies. However, a key question still needs to be explored: Why
has the academy struggled to link advocacy for animals to advocacy for various human groups? Within
cultural studies, in which advocacy can take the form of a theoretical intervention, scholars have resisted
arguments that add "species" to race, class, gender, sexuality, disability, and other human-identity
categories as a site for critical analysis. Species Matters: Humane Advocacy and Cultural Theory considers
whether and why cultural studies—specifically cultural theory—should pay more attention to animal
advocacy and whether or why animal studies should pay more attention to questions raised by cultural
theory. The contributors to this volume focus on the "humane" treatment of animals and various human
groups and the implications, both theoretical and practical, of blurring the distinction between "the human"
and "the animal." This anthology addresses important questions raised by the history of representing
humans as the only animal capable of acting humanely, providing a framework for reconsidering the nature
of humane discourse, whether in theory, literary and cultural texts, or current advocacy movements outside
of the academy.
A Communion of Subjects Paul Waldau 2009-05-22 A Communion of Subjects is the first comparative and
interdisciplinary study of the conceptualization of animals in world religions. Scholars from a wide range of
disciplines, including Thomas Berry (cultural history), Wendy Doniger (study of myth), Elizabeth Lawrence
(veterinary medicine, ritual studies), Marc Bekoff (cognitive ethology), Marc Hauser (behavioral science),
Steven Wise (animals and law), Peter Singer (animals and ethics), and Jane Goodall (primatology) consider
how major religious traditions have incorporated animals into their belief systems, myths, rituals, and art.
Their findings offer profound insights into the relationship between human beings and animals, and a
deeper understanding of the social and ecological web in which we all live.
Zoographies Matthew Calarco 2008 Calarco (California State Univ., Fullerton) examines the question of the
animal in major Continental thinkers like Heidegger, Levinas, Agamben, and Derrida. He takes to task the
belief that Anglo philosophy alone boasts of a strong tradition on this issue. He admits, however, that
although these post-Enlightenment thinkers were committed to examining and refiguring philosophical
concepts and human existence, most resort to dogmatic anthropocentric concepts, specifically the
traditional dualism of human/animal--a type of essentialism. For example, despite being critical of an
ontotheological thesis of animals, Heidegger nonetheless writes of an "abyssal" difference between human
and animal life. Calarco's basic thesis is that this binary is no longer defendable, forever destroyed by the
sciences and humanities. Most promising is Derrida, the only major Continental thinker to date who
thoroughly rejects the human/animal distinction and envisions the philosophically enormous task of
rethinking politics and ethics outside this tradition. Derrida begins with humankind's pre-philosophical
encounter with animals as fellow beings capable of suffering, embodied and "vulnerable" (although this last
zoographies-the-question-of-the-animal-from-heidegger-to-derrida

description is problematic as it is, arguably, a continuation of humans' desire to infantilize animals). This
important analysis is long overdue. Summing Up: Highly recommended. Upper-level undergraduates
through faculty/researchers. Upper-division Undergraduates; Graduate Students; Researchers/Faculty.
Reviewed by M. A. Betz.
Species Matters Marianne DeKoven 2012 Why has the academy struggled to link advocacy for animals to
advocacy for various human groups? Within cultural studies, in which advocacy can take the form of a
theoretical intervention, scholars have resisted arguments that add "species" to race, class, gender,
sexuality, disability, and other human-identity categories as a site for critical analysis. Species Matters
considers whether cultural studies should pay more attention to animal advocacy and whether, in turn,
animal studies should pay more attention to questions raised by cultural theory. The contributors to this
volume explore these issues particularly in relation to the "humane" treatment of animals and various
human groups and the implications, both theoretical and practical, of blurring the distinction between "the
human" and "the animal." They address important questions raised by the history of representing humans
as the only animal capable of acting humanely and provide a framework for reconsidering the nature of
humane discourse, whether in theory, literary and cultural texts, or current advocacy movements outside of
the academy.
Critical Animal Studies Dawne McCance 2013-01-01 Comprehensive overview of key theoretical
approaches and issues in the field.
Rhetorical Animals Kristian Bjørkdahl 2017-11-30 For this edited volume, the editors solicited chapters that
investigate the place of nonhuman animals in the purview of rhetorical theory; what it would mean to
communicate beyond the human community; how rhetoric reveals our "brute roots." In other words, this
book investigates themes that enlighten us about likely or possible implications of the animal turn within
rhetorical studies. The present book is unique in its focus on the call for nonanthropocentrism in rhetorical
studies. Although there have been many hints in recent years that rhetoric is beginning to consider the
implications of the animal turn, as yet no other anthology makes this its explicit starting point and
sustained objective. Thus, the various contributions to this book promise to further the ongoing debate
about what rhetoric might be after it sheds its long-standing humanistic bias.
Making Animal Meaning Linda Kalof 2011-12-01 An elucidating collection of ten original essays, Making
Animal Meaning reconceptualizes methods for researching animal histories and rethinks the contingency of
the human-animal relationship. The vibrant and diverse field of animal studies is detailed in these
interdisciplinary discussions, which include voices from a broad range of scholars and have an extensive
chronological and geographical reach. These exciting discourses capture the most compelling theoretical
underpinnings of animal significance while exploring meaning-making through the study of specific spaces,
species, and human-animal relations. A deeply thoughtful collection — vital to understanding central
questions of agency, kinship, and animal consumption — these essays tackle the history and philosophy of
constructing animal meaning.
J. M. Coetzee and Ethics Anton Leist 2010-06-11 This collection takes stock of J.M. Coetzee's impact from
a number of interesting angles, Including animals, sexuality, race, and reason. The time is truly ripe for
such a volume. Philosophers Who are interested Coetzee's work will find these essays useful for their own
research, and readers of Coetzee who share an interest in philosophy will be able to further explore those
interests."-Matthew Calarco, California State University at Fullerton, and author of Zoographies: The
Question of the Animal from Heidegger to Derrida --Book Jacket.
Creaturely Cosmologies Brianne Donaldson 2015-05-05 This book asserts that metaphysics is a
fundamental factor in systemic brutality toward animals, plants, and marginalized populations and
examines Whitehead’s process-relational thought and the nonviolent Indian tradition of Jainism in order to
offer a new perspective on metaphysics.
Beastly Morality Jonathan K. Crane 2015-12-01 We have come to regard nonhuman animals as beings of
concern, and we even grant them some legal protections. But until we understand animals as moral agents
in and of themselves, they will be nothing more than distant recipients of our largesse. Featuring original
essays by philosophers, ethicists, religionists, and ethologists, including Marc Bekoff, Frans de Waal, and
Elisabetta Palagi, this collection demonstrates the ability of animals to operate morally, process ideas of
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good and bad, and think seriously about sociality and virtue. Envisioning nonhuman animals as distinct
moral agents marks a paradigm shift in animal studies, as well as philosophy itself. Drawing not only on
ethics and religion but also on law, sociology, and cognitive science, the essays in this collection test longheld certainties about moral boundaries and behaviors and prove that nonhuman animals possess complex
reasoning capacities, sophisticated empathic sociality, and dynamic and enduring self-conceptions. Rather
than claim animal morality is the same as human morality, this book builds an appreciation of the variety
and character of animal sensitivities and perceptions across multiple disciplines, moving animal welfarism
in promising new directions.
Dog Finds Lost Dolphins! Elizabeth Carney 2012 Presents the stories of three animal workers, a dog that
helps stranded dolphins, a monkey that aids a paralyzed man, and a rat that sniffs out land mines.
Animals and the Limits of Postmodernism Gary Steiner 2013-04-16 In Animals and the Limits of
Postmodernism, Gary Steiner illuminates postmodernism's inability to produce viable ethical and political
principles. Ethics requires notions of self, agency, and value that are not available to postmodernists. Thus,
much of what is published under the rubric of postmodernist theory lacks a proper basis for a systematic
engagement with ethics. Steiner demonstrates this through a provocative critique of postmodernist
approaches to the moral status of animals, set against the background of a broader indictment of
postmodernism's failure to establish clear principles for action. He revisits the ideas of Derrida, Foucault,
Nietzsche, and Heidegger, together with recent work by their American interpreters, and shows that the
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basic terms of postmodern thought are incompatible with definitive claims about the moral status of
animals—as well as humans. Steiner also identifies the failures of liberal humanist thought in regards to
this same moral dilemma, and he encourages a rethinking of humanist ideas in a way that avoids the
anthropocentric limitations of traditional humanist thought. Drawing on the achievements of the Stoics and
Kant, he builds on his earlier ideas of cosmic holism and non-anthropocentric cosmopolitanism to arrive at a
more concrete foundation for animal rights.
Animals as Religious Subjects Celia Deane-Drummond 2013-08-15 This book examines one of the most
pressing cultural concerns that surfaced in the last decade - the question of the place and significance of
the animal. This collection of essays represents the outcome of various conversations regarding the animal
studies and shows multidisciplinarity at its very best, namely, a rigorous approach within one discipline in
conversation with others around a common theme. The contributors discuss the most relevant disciplines
regarding this conversation, namely: philosophy, anthropology, religious studies, theology, history of
religions, archaeology and cultural studies. The first section, Thinking about Animals, explores
philosophical, anthropological and religious perspectives, raising general questions about the human
perception of animals and its crucial cultural significance. The second section explores the intriguing topic
of the way animals have been used historically as religious symbols and in religious rituals. The third
section re-examines some Christian theological and biblical approaches to animals in the light of current
concerns. The final section extends the implications of traditional views about other animals to more
specific ethical theories and practices.
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